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Abstract 
 

Title of Thesis: Tongue Asymmetry and Muscle Shortening During Speech in Partial 

Glossectomy Patients and Controls 

Candidate: Natalie Miller, Master of Biomedical Science, 2021  

Thesis Directed by: Dr. Maureen Stone, Professor, Department of Neural and Pain 

Sciences, Department of Orthodontics 

Tumors of the tongue are routinely removed by partial glossectomy surgery. This 

study examines the extent of anatomical asymmetries caused by the glossectomy surgery 

and its effects on the tongue’s resting position and motor symmetry. Magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) data of ten control subjects and ten glossectomy patients were obtained. 

3D tongue volumes were extracted from high-resolution MRI data using Matlab. Using 

cine- and tagged-MRI data, shortening of the genioglossus, transverse, and verticalis 

muscles were calculated during a speech task involving /∫/ and /l/. Anatomical 

asymmetries were observed in the control subjects, although they were generally small 

and less than in glossectomy patients. Glossectomy patients aimed to distribute their 

tongue volume evenly in the oral cavity, irrespective of anatomical asymmetry, by 

posturing their tongue towards the resected side. Glossectomy patients shortened more 

muscles when executing the speech task. Muscle shortening asymmetry was observed in 

both control and patient groups.  
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I. Introduction 
 
A. Literature Review 
 

The tongue is a muscular organ found in the mouth of vertebrates. It is often 

called a muscular hydrostat, which is a muscular structure that lacks skeletal support 

(Kier & Smith, 1985). The tongue consists of extrinsic and intrinsic muscles that are 

extensively interdigitated in three orthogonal directions (Stone, et al., 2018). Figure 1 

shows the complex interdigitation of the tongue muscles. Extrinsic muscles include 

genioglossus, hyoglossus, styloglossus, and palatoglossus. These muscles have one 

attachment to a bone or the soft palate while the other end inserts within the tongue. 

Intrinsic muscles include superior longitudinal, inferior longitudinal, transverse and 

verticalis. Unlike the extrinsic muscles, intrinsic muscles originate and insert within the 

tongue without bony attachments. Previously, it was thought that the extrinsic muscles 

move the position of the tongue as a whole while intrinsic muscles change the shape of 

the tongue (Sanders, 2013). However, this has been largely disproven (Xing., et al., 2015 

& Stone, et al., 2018). Floor of the mouth muscles also contribute to positioning of the 

tongue within the vocal tract, as these muscles thicken when they contract which elevates 

the tongue (Xing, et al., 2019). Floor of the mouth muscles include the mylohyoid, 

geniohyoid and digastric muscles.  
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Figure 1. Muscles of the tongue (Xing, et al., 2019).  

 

The tongue is unique to the body and moves through highly controlled local 

deformations while preserving its volume (Kier & Smith, 1985). Due to the volume 

preserving nature of the tongue, contraction of one muscle is associated with elongation 

of the tissue in the direction perpendicular to the primary contraction (Stone, et al., 2001).  

While muscle lengthening is always passive, muscle shortening can be due to active 

muscle contraction or passive compression of the tissue (Stone, et al., 2001). A complex 

mixture of several muscles acting as agonists, antagonists or stabilizers are believed to be 

involved for tongue movements and are necessary for its role in many critical functions 

including speaking, chewing, swallowing, and breathing (Lowe, 1980). Diseases of the 

tongue may disrupt its vital functions and understanding the tongue’s structure and motor 

dynamics may aid in diagnosis and treatment. 

One of the conditions that may affect the tongue is oral cancer. Approximately 

3% of all cancers in the United States are cancers of the oral cavity and pharynx. Of all 

oropharyngeal cancers, tongue cancers are the most common and make up 32% of the 

cases (Ellington, et al., 2020). The majority of tongue cancers are squamous cell 

carcinomas and 85% of tumors arise from the lateral aspect of the tongue (Montero, et al., 
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2016, Sultana, et al., 2014). The incidence of tongue cancer in the United States has been 

rising over the last four decades (Tota, et al., 2017). The treatment of tongue cancer 

depends on several factors including tumor size and location. Early-stage tumors are 

typically treated with surgery or radiation, whereas late-stage tumors may need a 

multimodal approach involving surgery, radiation and chemotherapy (Sultana, et al., 

2014). The most common treatment modality is surgical excision of the tumor through 

partial, hemi, subtotal, or total glossectomy. The goals of the surgery are to achieve 

clearance of the tumor tissue and preserve function as much as possible (Omura, et al., 

2014). An additional 1.0 to 1.5 cm margin of tissue is resected during the surgery to 

reduce the risk of recurrences and increase long-term prognosis (Omura, et al., 2014). 

The surgical defects resulting from partial glossectomy can usually be closed primarily 

by approximating and suturing the wound edges. However, larger surgical defects may 

require reconstruction using a free flap that is harvested from a distant part of the 

patient’s body. Defects from hemi glossectomy are commonly reconstructed using radial 

forearm free flaps, and defects from subtotal or total glossectomy are reconstructed using 

anterolateral thigh or rectus abdominis free flaps (Omura, et al., 2014).  

Surgical management has been shown to have better outcomes than non-surgical 

management, with five-year survival rates of 96% and 45% respectively (Rana, et al., 

2011). While surgical treatment may optimize survival, it may have adverse effects on 

the tongue’s functions and the patient’s quality of life. Speech difficulties are particularly 

common amongst patients following surgery. Substitution, distortion, and omission errors 

are frequently noted in bilabial, linguoalveolar, linguopalatal sounds (Saravanan, et al., 

2016). This may be attributed to the tongue’s altered structure and impaired mobility 
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which may interfere with the precise control mechanism required for speech production 

(Saravanan, et al., 2016). For example, patients may have limited anterior-posterior 

tongue movement required for vowel production (Whitehill, et al., 2006). Elevation at the 

tongue tip can be particularly challenging for glossectomy patients since local motor 

innervation may be diminished anterior to the tumor resection (Grimm, et al., 2017). 

Previous studies have found that glossectomy patients are more likely to use laminal /s/ 

compared to the general population who use both laminal and apical /s/ depending on 

palatal features (Grimm, et al., 2017, Stone, et al., 2012). Unlike apical /s/, laminal /s/ 

does not require elevation of the tongue tip which may be easier to achieve for patients 

who have reduced control of their tongue tip following glossectomy surgery (Grimm, et 

al. 2017, Stone, et al., 2012). Due to the reduced control, glossectomy patients may also 

have difficulty forming certain shapes, such as the midline groove required for /s/ and 

adapt by forming a shallower groove (Stone, et al., 2012). Floor of the mouth muscles 

may also be utilized in coordination with internal tongue muscles as a compensation 

mechanism (Xing, et al., 2019). Since the tongue is a deformable structure, speech sounds 

may be produced with left-right asymmetry in tongue motion and shape (Stone, et al., 

2014, Ha, et al., 2016). Thus, it is possible that the tongue’s ability to move and deform 

asymmetrically is used by glossectomy patients as part of their compensation mechanism. 

Stone et al. (2014) found that glossectomy patients showed different patterns of tongue 

motion on the tumor side compared to controls in the production of /s/, but the motion 

patterns on the non-tumor side were similar to controls. Ha et al. (2016) found that some 

asymmetry in tongue shape is present in control subjects during vowel formation, but the 

asymmetry is greater in patients who had unilateral partial glossectomies. Although the 
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speech outcomes vary significantly across patients, many patients are able to achieve 

reasonably intelligible speech over time following partial glossectomy surgery. 

Acceptable speech may be due to various compensatory techniques involving altered 

tongue, lip, or jaw movements as well as improvement in tongue mobility during the 

healing period. (Whitehill, et al., 2006, Hamlet, et al., 1990). 

The outcome of postoperative speech may depend on the site of the tumor, extent 

of the resection, type of reconstruction, and flexibility of the remaining structures. 

Preservation of the tongue tip or floor of the mouth usually results in higher 

intelligibilities (Sun, et al., 2007). Resection of tumors in the anterior tongue is associated 

with lower postoperative intelligibility compared to resection of tumors in the middle or 

posterior tongue (Sun, et al., 2007). Extent of the resection has also been shown to affect 

speech outcomes with resection of larger tumors leading to more speech difficulties 

compared to resection of smaller tumors (Sun, et al., 2007, Saravanan, et al., 2016). A 

previous study found that following surgical resection, intelligibility scores declined by 

3.00%, 5.27%, and 9.40% in patients who had T1, T2, and T3 tumor respectively (Sun, et 

al., 2007). Another study found that patients with larger defects have significantly less 

tongue mobility for protrusion movements (Konstantinovic, et al., 1998). Moreover, 

previous studies suggest that the type of reconstruction can affect speech outcomes. 

Saravanan et al. found that patients who receive larger resections and pectoralis major 

myocutaneous flap reconstructions show more articulation errors compared to patients 

who receive hemi-glossectomies and local reconstructions (Saravanan, et al., 2016). 

Similarly, Konstantinovic et al. found that patients reconstructed with pectoralis major 

myocutaneous flaps have poorer tongue mobility than patients who had healing by 
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secondary intention or local reconstructions (Konstantinovic, et al., 1998). Poorer 

outcomes may be attributed to the formation of a scar tissue adjacent to the flap, which 

further interferes with the tongue’s flexibility and immobilizes the residual tongue to the 

mandible (Su, et al., 2002, Konstantinovic, et al., 1998). However, free flaps such as the 

radial forearm free flap may be more suited for reconstructing the glossectomy tongue. 

Su et al. found that patients who received reconstructions with radial forearm free flaps 

had better speech intelligibility compared to patients who received reconstructions with 

pectoralis major flaps (Su, et al., 2002). This may be due to the pliability of the free flap, 

which increases motility of the tongue and enables better articulation (Su, et al., 2002).  

Measurement of tongue motion is challenging due to its location in the vocal tract 

as well as the interdigitation of the muscles. An appropriate imaging technique would 

allow visualization of the tongue during its rapid motion without interfering its normal 

movement. Various imaging techniques have been used to study the tongue and the vocal 

tract over the years including X-ray, X-ray micro-beam, electropalatography, 

electromagnetic articulography, electromyography, and ultrasound (Unay, et al., 2012). 

However, each of these techniques have posed various limitations. Recently, advances in 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques have provided a non-invasive approach to 

analyzing the tongue’s structure and function. MRI is non-ionizing and offers excellent 

soft tissue contrast. MRI uses electromagnets that create a magnetic field to detect 

hydrogen atoms in the body. Hydrogen atoms are present in the human body in various 

proportions but are most abundant in tissues with more water molecules. The magnetic 

field of the MRI scanner causes the hydrogen atoms, which typically are spinning 

randomly, to align with the field. Then, a radiofrequency current is applied which 
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stimulates the protons to spin out of equilibrium. As the protons realign with the 

magnetic field, the sensors in the MRI machine detect the energy that is released, which 

allows differentiation between various tissues in the resulting image. Soft tissues that 

have a higher water content, such as the tongue, will appear whiter in the image. Tissues 

without water, such as teeth and bone, will appear black. High-resolution MRI allows for 

a better visualization of the internal structure of the tongue and its muscle anatomy. With 

high-resolution MRI, it has become easier to define the boundaries of tumors in the 

tongue and understand which muscles may be affected by the resection. However, high-

resolution MRI is static and cannot be used to study motion of the tongue and the vocal 

tract. Instead, cine-MRI and tagged-MRI offer information on the tongue’s motion and 

internal deformation over time. Cine-MRI images are collected while the subject makes 

several repetitions of the speech task that are summed to form one movie. The tongue’s 

surface motion can easily be visualized in the cine-MRI image. However, cine-MRI 

poses limitations, as it does not image internal muscle shortening and does not enable 

tracking of tissue points (Woo, et al., 2014). MRI tagging enables further analysis of 

motion by creating temporary magnetic markers that can be tracked within the tissue 

(Unay, et al., 2012). Tagged-MRI has been widely used to study cardiac motion. For 

tagged-MRI, the magnetic field is manipulated such that a gridded or striped tag pattern 

is overlayed in the image (Figure 2). To capture tongue motion, the tags are applied just 

before the subject begins speaking and Cine-MRI images are captured. These tag patterns 

deform with the tissue which allows analysis of the tongue’s internal deformations over 

time (Xing, et al., 2019). As shown on Figure 2, Cine-MRI can be used to supplement 
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tagged-MRI since Cine-MRI is better at surface tracking while tagged-MRI enables 

internal tracking (Woo, et al., 2014). 

Figure 2. Cine-MRI (left), Tagged-MRI (middle), Tagged Cine-MRI (right) 

      
 

Although post-operative intelligibility and tongue surface deformations have been 

studied in glossectomy patients, the activity of individual muscles has not been examined 

extensively. Due to the complex interdigitation of the muscles, it is not clear how the 

muscles interact to produce various tongue deformations during speech (Stone, et al., 

2018). Examining the activity of the tongue muscles may provide insight on interactive 

muscle behaviors required for speech control and the precise mechanisms used by the 

glossectomy patients to compensate for the loss of tissue. It may also aid in designing 

better surgical procedures and improve speech therapy modalities to help patients restore 

articulatory function more effectively.  

B. Goals & Hypotheses 
 

The goals of this study are to evaluate the extent of anatomical asymmetry created 

by partial glossectomy surgery for small tumors and examine how the tongue may adapt 

through altered rest posture and motor control. The specific aims are 1) to examine left-

right anatomical asymmetry in tongue volume in healthy controls and T1 and T2 

glossectomy patients, 2) to determine how anatomical asymmetry affects volume 
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distribution (resting asymmetry) of the tongue within in the oral cavity, and 3) to evaluate 

the effect of anatomical asymmetry on tongue motion during speech, as measured by 

muscle shortening. The speech task in the study involves /∫/ and /l/, which require 

complex tongue deformations. The hypotheses are as follows:  

H1: Anatomical asymmetry will be present even in healthy control subjects 

Although glossectomy patients are expected to have more anatomical asymmetry 

than control subjects due to loss of tissue on one side from the unilateral tumor resection, 

control subjects are expected to have some degree of anatomical asymmetry between the 

left and right sides, as measured by tongue volume.  

H2: There will be no significant difference in resting asymmetry between controls 

and glossectomy patients. 

 Regardless of anatomical asymmetry that is present in glossectomy patients due to 

the unilateral loss of tissue, the expectation is that the tongue will distribute its volume 

fairly evenly in the oral cavity. The dentition remains unchanged by the surgery and the 

tongue will seek to rest in its familiar position. Thus, there will be no correlation between 

anatomical asymmetry and resting asymmetry.  

H3: Glossectomy patients will have greater asymmetry than controls in muscle 

patterns used during speech. 

 Stone et al. showed that healthy speakers have some asymmetry in tongue motion 

during the production of /s/ (Stone, et al., 2014). Additionally, they found that that partial 

glossectomy patients use adaptive motions, such as backward rotation, on the side of the 

tumor resection to elevate the tongue tip for /s/ (Stone, et al., 2014). To allow for these 

adaptive and compensatory movements, the expectation is that that glossectomy patients 
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will show greater asymmetry than controls in muscle activity during the speech involving 

/∫/ and /l/. Specifically, the expectation is that glossectomy patients will utilize greater 

number of muscles on their resected (tumor) side compared to the native (non-tumor) 

side and either side of the controls. The asymmetry in muscle activity is expected to be 

more pronounced in patients who had resection of larger T2 tumors compared to patients 

who had T1 tumors since greater compensation mechanism will be required due to larger 

volume of resected tissue. More asymmetry is expected in the production of /l/, which 

requires more elevation of the tongue tip. 

II. Materials and Methods 
 
A. Subject Selection 
 
 Twenty subjects were recruited from the University of Maryland Medical System 

(UMMS). The participants included 10 control subjects (4 males, 6 females) and 10 

glossectomy patients (6 males, 4 females). The subject demographics are presented in 

Table I. All subjects were native speakers of American English, typically from the 

Northeastern United States. The controls and glossectomy patients could not be matched 

on race, sex, and age. It is of interest to study speech of a variety of subjects, but we 

could not control these variables in the patients, because we accepted the entire 

population of available patients. All subjects were in general good health other than 

glossectomy surgery and demonstrated normal hearing and oral motor function except for 

surgical defects. In addition, control subjects were required demonstrate intelligible 

speech. Exclusion criteria were individuals under 21 years of age, claustrophobia, metal 

objects in or near mouth that would interfere with MRI scanning, pregnancy, cardiac 
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pacemakers or other high-risk devices, damage of the main branch of the hypoglossal 

nerve, and prior glossectomy surgery.  

All patients had a diagnosis of squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) of the tongue 

with no nodal involvement or metastasis. Five patients had T1 tumors (less than 2 cm in 

the greatest dimension) and the remaining five patients had T2 tumors (greater than 2 cm 

and less than 4 cm in the greatest dimension). Larger tumors were excluded since they 

may add more variability in the patient group. Tumors were limited to the freely movable 

tongue, defined as the junction of the tongue with the floor of the mouth anteriorly to the 

circumvallate papilla posteriorly. Tumors at the base of the tongue were excluded since 

treatment can be different and location of the tumor may affect speech outcomes. Pre-

operative MRI was not collected for several reasons. Some patients had pain or 

discomfort at the tumor site and the surgery was scheduled soon after the diagnosis for 

best prognosis. In addition, many patients already showed distortions in their speech from 

the fairly rigid tumor so their speech could not be considered normal to be used as the 

baseline comparison. Tumors were excised by oral and maxillofacial surgeons at UMMS 

or Johns Hopkins Hospital with an additional 1.0 to 1.5 cm margin of tissue. In all 

patients, resections did not cross the midline and preserved one-half of the tongue as well 

as the tongue tip. Surgical sites were closed primarily with sutures for smaller and larger 

defects (n=9) and reconstructed with a radial forearm free flap for one of the larger 

defects (n=1). The patients participated in the study at least 8 months after the surgery, 

which allowed sufficient time for recovery of speech according to the opinion of the 

surgeons. The dentition was unaffected by the glossectomy surgery and no significant 

changes in the dentition occurred between the time of the surgery and when the MRI was 
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taken. The patients’ scores ranged from 92.5 to 100 percent on the Sentence Intelligibility 

Test described by Yorkston, et al. (1996). The analysis of data was approved by 

institutional review board at the University of Maryland (IRB protocol #42060) and all 

subjects signed the consent form prior to their participation.  

Table I. Subject Demographics. M=Male F=Female; W=White AA=African American; 
R=Right L=Left; PC=Primary closure RFFF=Radial forearm free flap 

Controls 
(n=10) Sex Age 

(Years) Race 

C1 M 23 W 
C2 F 31 W 
C3 F 27 W 
C4 F 45 AA 
C5 F 27 AA 
C6 F 26 W 
C7 M 22 W 
C8 M 27 AA 
C9 M 52 W 
C10 F 50 AA 

Mean   33  
+ SD   11.4  

 
Patients 
(n=10) Sex Age 

(Years) Race Tumor 
Side / Size Closure 

P1 F 46 W T1/R PC 
P2 M 44 W T1/R PC 
P3 F 31 W T1/L PC 
P4 M 44 W T1/L PC 
P5 F 60 W T1/L PC 
P6 F 40 W T2/R PC 
P7 M 59 W T2/L PC 
P8 M 45 W T2/R PC 
P9 M 50 W T2/L PC 
P10 M 61 W T2/L RFFF 

Mean Age  48    
+ SD  9.6    
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B. Speech Task 
 
 “A shell” (/ə∫ᶓl/) was chosen as the speech task in this study for several reasons. 

The word begins with a neutral vowel, /ə/ (pronounced “uh”), which positions the tongue 

at rest, creates a neutral vocal tract shape, and establishes a baseline amongst the subjects. 

This speech task requires minimal jaw motion, because the consonants use a closed jaw, 

and the vowel is fairly closed as well, thus maximizing reliance on tongue deformation to 

move the tongue through muscle activity. It also takes less than one second to repeat, 

which is within the limits of the tagged-MRI recording system due to the tags fading after 

1200 milliseconds.  

As depicted in Figure 3, the tongue undergoes several complex deformations for 

each phoneme of the speech task which may be difficult to produce accurately for partial 

glossectomy patients. From the neutral vowel /ə/, there is an upward forward motion into 

/∫/. The tongue must elevate, approximate its lateral surface with the edges of the palate 

and narrow at the tongue tip. Simultaneously, the tongue must form a midline groove in 

the posterior region to allow outward air flow as the root is pulled forward. To form the 

/ᶓ/ sound, the tongue lowers and widens at the tip. The posterior midline groove is 

maintained and extends onto the anterior surface. The tongue tip must then quickly 

narrow and elevate to form the /l/ sound while the root is pulled back. The lateral margins 

of the anterior tongue are lowered and release the air into the buccal cavity. 
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Figure 3. Ultrasound images showing tongue deformation during “a shell”. Each square 
measures 5 mm x 5 mm. 

 

C. Instrumentation: MRI Data Collection 
 

All subjects received a preliminary fifteen-minute training session prior to the 

MRI recording to learn to make multiple precise repetitions of “a shell”. This reduces 

noise and artifacts and improves image quality when the MRI is captured. Subjects 

repeated “a shell”, in synchrony with the four beats of the metronome stimulus occurring 

at 0, 300, 700 and 1400 milliseconds. The syllables “uh” and “shell” were spoken on the 

first two metronome beats respectively, and inhalation and exhalation were done on the 

last two beats. This method was adopted from Masaki, et al. (1999). 

All MRI scans were obtained at the UMMS MRI research suite using Siemens 3.0 

T Tim Trio system (Siemens Healthcare, Inc., Malvern, PA, USA) with a 12-channel 

head coil and a 4-channel neck coil. During the MRI recording, subjects were in a supine 

position and wore headphones to reduce noise and hear the metronome cues. Three types 

of MRI were collected for this study: static high-resolution MRI, cine-MRI, and tagged-

MRI. 2D stacks of data were collected in axial, coronal and sagittal orientations for each 

type of MRI. Static high-resolution MRI was obtained to better visualize the anatomic 

landmarks for tongue segmentation and volume measurements. Subjects were required to 
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hold still for one to three minutes for each orientation, with their tongue at rest in a 

comfortable position. High-resolution MRI had an in-plane resolution of 0.9 mm and 

slice thickness of 3 mm. Tagged- and cine-MRI an in-plane resolution of 1.875 mm and 

slice thickness of 6 mm. They were collected in matching planes so that two high-

resolution MRI slices fit into one tagged- or cine-MRI slice. The tagged- and cine-MRI 

slices were at 26 timeframes per second. For tagged-MRI, tags were applied separately in 

vertical and horizontal directions just prior to initiation of the speech task to observe 

internal deformations as shown on Figure 4. As rehearsed, subjects produced multiple 

repetitions of the speech task “a shell” to the metronome cues played through the audio 

system of the MRI console, which also triggered the scan synchronously. Five repetitions 

of the speech task were made per slice. Multiple repetitions of the word were necessary to 

achieve adequate spatial and temporal resolution and the repetitions were averaged to 

form a single movie.  

The three orthogonal 2D stacks of MRI data were combined to reconstruct 3D 

super-resolution volumes (hereafter: supervolumes). One super-resolution volume was 

created for the static high-resolution MRI volumes; 26 supervolumes were created for 

each of the 26 timeframes of the cine-MRI motion. The supervolumes were created by 

deformably registering the sagittal and coronal stacks to the axial stack to create one 

enhanced-quality volume (for more information on the method see Woo, et al., 2012). 

Supervolumes were not made for the tagged data. Instead, a custom Matlab program 

(PVIRA_ref) opened the stacks and interpolated the motions between tissue slices and 

time frames. The positions of the individual tissue points were then tracked across the 26 

timeframes. DICOM Image Viewer was used to view the cine-MRI movie and identify 
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the timeframes at which each phoneme occurred. The timeframes depended on rate of 

speech which was unique to each subject. 

Figure 4. Tagged MRI in vertical (left) and horizontal (right) orientations 

    
 
D. Data Analysis: Tongue Segmentation and Volume Calculation 
 

Segmentation of the whole tongue was done semi-automatically on the high-

resolution MRI supervolumes using a custom MATLAB program called 

RWSegmentation (Lee, et al., 2014). Points (seeds) were selected manually within and 

outside the tongue on sagittal, coronal and axial slices of the supervolume. The boundary 

of the tongue was identified using random walker segmentation algorithm, which finds 

the boundary based on the intensity difference between light pixels within the tongue and 

the dark ones outside it. Segmentation of the whole tongue is shown in Figure 5. Volume 

measurements were obtained by counting the number of voxels (3D pixels) within the 

tongue using ITK-SNAP software (described by Yushkevich, et al., 2006).  
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Figure 5. Segmentation of the whole tongue shown on sagittal (left), coronal (middle), 
and axial (right) slices of high-resolution MRI. 

      

Anatomical Asymmetry 

 Anatomical asymmetry was defined as the difference in the percentage of tongue 

volume on right and left sides of the midline septum. The midline septum was first 

identified on the high-resolution MRI supervolume. The whole tongue segmentation was 

further segmented on ITK-SNAP by cutting the right side of the tongue manually, leaving 

the left side of the tongue with the septum. Then, the septum was cut out to obtain the 3 

volumes for the septum and the left and right sides of the tongue. (Figure 6). Three 

volume measurements were used: 

1. Left side of the tongue without septum: determined by counting voxels in the 

tongue segmentation using ITK-SNAP 

2. Right side of the tongue without septum: calculated by subtracting the volume of 

the left side of the tongue with septum from the volume of the whole tongue 

3. Septum: calculated by subtracting the volume of left side of the tongue without 

septum from the volume of left side of the tongue with septum 

Percentage of the tongue volume on the right and left sides of the midline septum was 

calculated by dividing the volume of each side individually by the volume of the whole 

tongue. To quantify anatomical asymmetry, percent difference was calculated by 
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subtracting the percentage of the tongue on the smaller side from the percentage of the 

tongue on the larger side. Percentages were used rather than absolute volumes because 

tongue size may vary across subjects. Means and standard deviations were calculated for 

percent of anatomical asymmetry for control subjects, T1 patients, and T2 patients. 

Figure 6. Segmentation of left hemi-tongue without septum shown on coronal (left) and 
axial (right) slices 

     
 

Resting Asymmetry 

 Resting asymmetry was defined as the difference in percent of tongue volume that 

rested in the right and left sides of the oral cavity midline. In this study, the center of the 

oral cavity was defined as the line connecting the mandibular symphysis and the center of 

the spinal cord as shown in (Figure 7). Using the whole tongue segmentation, the volume 

of the tongue on each side of the oral cavity midline was calculated using ITK-SNAP. To 

identify and quantify resting asymmetry, we first calculated the percent of tongue in the 

right half and the percent of the tongue in the left half of the oral cavity. Then, we 

subtracted the smaller percent from the larger percent to get the precent of resting 

asymmetry. As with anatomical asymmetry, percentages were used rather than absolute 

volumes to account for variations in tongue size across subjects. Data analysis consisted 
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of calculating means and standard deviations of resting asymmetry for control subjects, 

T1 patients, and T2 patients.  

Figure 7. Coronal views on high-resolution MRI showing the line demarcating the center 
of the oral cavity (left) and the segmentation of the tongue in the left side of the oral 
cavity (right) 

     
 
E. Data Analyses: Muscle Length Measurements 
 
Selection of Muscles & Tissue Points 

 Three major muscles of the tongue - genioglossus, verticalis, and transverse - 

were selected for analyses during speech. Together, these muscles comprise the bulk of 

the tongue, totaling approximately 50% of the tongue’s volume (Stone, et al., 2018). In 

addition, they are involved in movement of the tongue in all three major directions: 

up/down, left/right, front/back. The genioglossus, verticalis and transverse muscles, 

respectively act to move the tongue in anterior-posterior, super-inferior, and lateral-

medial directions. 

Using ITK-SNAP, muscles were sampled bilaterally at locations at which they 

occur as shown in Figure 8. Genioglossus was sampled at anterior (GGA) and posterior 

(GGP) regions of the tongue. Genioglossus does not flow into the tip. Transverse muscle 

was sampled at the tongue tip (TRANS tip), anterior body where GGA occurs (TRANS 
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ant), and at posterior body where GGP occurs (TRANS post). Verticalis was sampled at 

the tongue tip (VERT tip) and anterior body where GGA occurs (VERT ant). Verticalis 

does not exist deep into the posterior tongue. 

Figure 8. Approximate locations where muscles were sampled at the tongue tip, anterior 
body, and posterior body 

 

Using the cine-MRI supervolume for time frame 1, tissue points were selected in 

close proximity to the muscle origin and insertion, along with intermediary points along 

the muscle length (Figure 9). The intermediary points were selected in case tracking 

errors occur at the tissue points adjacent to the tongue surface. 3D anatomical MRI 

tongue atlas developed by Woo, et al. (2015) was deformed to individual subjects’ 

tongues to define the muscles of the tongue (Figure 10). This atlas was used as a 

reference when selecting tissue points to ensure that points are within the muscle of 

interest. The tissue points were oriented to represent the direction of the muscle fibers, 

according to knowledge of muscle fiber anatomy from dissection studies. 
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Figure 9. Supervolume showing tissue points selected for genioglossus (A), verticalis 
(B), and transverse (C) muscles at each of their sampled locations. 

  

 

 
Figure 10. 3D anatomical MRI tongue atlas defining muscles and extraneous structures 
(Woo, et al., 2015). 
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Tissue Point Tracking & Muscle Length Calculation 

 The displacement of the tissue points in x, y, z coordinates was tracked 

throughout the speech task occurring for 1 second over 26 timeframes. This was done 

using a custom MATLAB program called HARP (Harmonic Phase Imaging) which 

tracks tag motion in MRI as shown in Figure 11 (Woo, et al., 2014).  

Figure 11. 3D tissue point tracking using HARP for genioglossus (left), verticalis, 
(middle) and transverse (right) muscles during /ə∫ᶓl/ 

     

The tissue point coordinate data was transferred into Microsoft ExcelÒ and muscle 

length calculations were performed. The following formula derived from the Pythagorean 

theorem was then used to calculate the muscle length at each timeframe using tissue 

points closest to the origin and insertion of each muscle: 

Muscle length (mm) = !(Z2 − Z1)! + (Y2 − Y1)! + (X2 − X1)! 

Muscle length was graphed over the 26 timeframes to observe muscle activity as shown 

in Figure 12. Muscle shortening was measured between phonemes (/ə/ to /∫/ and /∫/ to /l/). 

It was observed that muscle shortening did not always occur continuously, with the 

maximum length occurring at one phoneme (ex. /∫/) and the minimum length occurring at 

the subsequent phoneme (ex. /l/). Therefore, it was necessary define what constitutes 

muscle shortening for this study. If there was muscle lengthening followed by shortening 

between two phonemes and the shortening continued into the second phoneme, it was 
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counted as muscle shortening into the second phoneme. An example of this is shown in 

Figure 12 between /∫/ and /l/ for subject C9, whose GGP muscle initially lengthens after 

/∫/ then shortens into /l/. If there was muscle shortening followed by lengthening between 

the two phonemes, it was counted as muscle shortening into the second phoneme only if 

the muscle length at the second phoneme (ex. /l/) was less than at the previous phoneme 

(ex. /∫/). This is depicted in Figure 12 between /∫/ and /l/ for subject C7, whose GGA 

muscle shortens following /∫/ then lengthens into /l/. Since muscle length at /l/ is less than 

at /∫/, this was counted as muscle shortening for /l/. 

Figure 12. Muscle length changes during “a shell” for subject C9 (top) and C7 (bottom). 
The vertical lines represent the time frames at which each phoneme occurred. 
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When muscle shortening was present, percent change in muscle length was calculated 

using the following formula where Lmax is the maximum length occurring at any 

timeframe between the two phonemes and Lmin is the shortened length occurring at the 

timeframe of the second phoneme: 

% Muscle Shortening = !"#$		&		!"'(
!"#$	

  x (100) 
 

To examine difference in muscle shortening between the hemi-tongues, the tongue was 

categorized into larger and smaller sides according to their anatomic volumes for 

controls. For the patients, the tongue was categorized into native (non-tumor) and 

resected (tumor) sides. Tables were made to lay out the percentage of subjects who 

showed greater than 1% of muscle shortening for each phoneme and for each hemi-

tongue. Additional tables were made to examine percentage of subjects who showed 

greater than 5% of muscle shortening for each phoneme for each hemi-tongue. Muscles 

may shorten passively due to compression or actively due to contraction. In this study, 
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muscle shortening was used as potential representation of activity. Change in muscle 

length of greater than 1% was counted since any amount of decrease in muscle length 

may represent possible activity. However, change in muscle length of greater than 5% 

was also evaluated since 5% is more likely to represent muscle contraction. 

F. Statistical Analysis 
 
 Table II shows a summary of the variables evaluated in this study and the method 

of data analyses. A power analysis was not done since sample size was limited and all 

glossectomy patients who met the inclusion criteria were included in the sample. 

Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance test (ANOVA) was used to compare the 

mean anatomical asymmetry between control subjects, T1 patients and T2 patients. 

Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA was also used to compare the mean resting asymmetry 

between the three groups. To evaluate the relationship between anatomical asymmetry 

and resting asymmetry, Spearman rho correlation coefficient was calculated. In addition, 

percent of anatomical and resting asymmetries were graphed next to each other for each 

subject for a closer evaluation. Asymmetry in volume distribution was compared with 

asymmetry in anatomy of the tongue. Statistical testing was not done on muscle 

shortening data because percent of muscle shortening may be confounded by the length 

of the muscle. Instead, a frequency table was used to observe how many people shortened 

the muscle in each hemi-tongue for each phoneme.  
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Table II. Variables evaluated and the data analysis method. 
 

Data Analysis Table 
 

 Independent Variable Dependent Variable Analysis 
Method 

Anatomical 
Asymmetry 

Subject group  
1) Controls 
2) T1 Patients 
3) T2 Patients 

% Anatomical 
asymmetry 

Kruskal-
Wallis 

Resting 
Asymmetry 

Subject group  
1) Controls 
2) T1 Patients 
3) T2 Patients 

% Resting asymmetry  Kruskal-
Wallis 

Muscle 
shortening 

Subject group: 
1) Control: Larger side 
2) Control: Smaller 

side 
3) T1: Non-tumor side 
4) T1: Tumor side 
5) T2: Non-tumor side 
6) T2: Tumor side 

% of subjects who 
shortened each muscle: 

1) GGA 
2) GGP 
3) VERT tip 
4) VERT ant 
5) TRANS tip 
6) TRANS ant 
7) TRANS post  

Table 
indicating 
frequency of 
muscle 
shortening 

Other Analyses 

Relationship 
between 
anatomical 
and resting 
asymmetry 

% Anatomical asymmetry % Resting asymmetry Spearman 
rho 

 

III. Results 
 
Anatomical Asymmetry 
 

Figure 13 shows an example of anatomical asymmetry in a control subject. In 

some subjects, like this one, it was noted that the septum was curved from the top to 

bottom. In some of the other subjects, the septum was off center. Figure 14 compares the 

mean anatomical asymmetry between controls, and the patients (T1 and T2). As 

hypothesized, T2 patients had the greatest amount of anatomical asymmetry with a mean 

of 6.2%. T1 patients had a mean anatomical asymmetry of 2.8%, which was similar to the 
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control subjects, who had the least amount of asymmetry with a mean of 2.0%. However, 

the Kruskal-Wallis test revealed no significant difference in anatomical asymmetry 

between the three groups (p=0.575).  

Figure 13. Axial (top) and coronal (bottom) MRI images of control subject (C4). The 
white line follows the direction of the midline septum. 
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Figure 14. Mean anatomical asymmetry in controls, T1 patients and T2 patients.  

 

Tables III & IV show the percentage of tongue volume on the right and left sides 

of the midline septum and the anatomical asymmetry. Notice that anatomical asymmetry 

was not uncommon amongst the control subjects, although it was generally small. In fact, 

seven out of ten subjects had asymmetry of less than 2.0%. However, one control subject 

had a fairly large asymmetry of 6.5%. This subject is depicted in Figure 13. 

When looking specifically at the patients, the largest anatomical asymmetry was 

13.4% and observed in a T2 patient (P7). The smallest anatomical asymmetry was 0.2% 

and also observed in a T2 patient (P10). This second patient, depicted in Figure 15, had 

received reconstruction with a radial forearm free flap. Scar tissue formation was 

frequently visualized in the MRI image. An example of this is shown on Figure 16. 

Looking at the MRI image, it can be noted that the scar tissue manifests as darker in color 

relative to the rest of the tongue body. In most patients, the side of the tongue with 
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greater anatomic volume was the native, non-tumor side. In three glossectomy patients 

(P1, P2, P8), on the other hand, the side of the tongue with greater volume was ipsilateral 

to the side of the tumor resection. When this occurred, however, the asymmetry was 

small (1.0 to 3.1%). 

Table III. Anatomical asymmetry (%BS-%SS) in controls subjects. R=Right 
L=Left; %BS=Percent of tongue volume on bigger side; %SS=Percent of tongue volume 
on the smaller side. 

 Subject # 
Bigger 
Side % BS % SS % BS - %SS 

 C1 R 49.5 46.5 3.0 

 C2 R 46.7 45.4 1.3 

 C3 R 49.2 47.3 1.8 

Controls C4 R 47.9 41.4 6.5 

(n=10) C5 L 51.7 47.8 3.9 

 C6 R 47.8 47.3 0.5 

 C7 R 47.8 46.8 0.9 

 C8 R 48.2 47.9 0.3 

 C9 L 47.3 46.5 0.8 

 C10 R 46.9 45.6 1.3 

 Mean  48.3 46.3 2.0 

 + SD  1.4 1.8 1.8 
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Table IV. Anatomical asymmetry (%BS-%SS) in T1 and T2 glossectomy patients. 
R=Right L=Left; %BS=Percent of tongue volume on bigger side; %SS=Percent of 
tongue volume on the smaller side. 

 

Subject 
# 

Tumor 
Side 

Bigger 
Side % BS  % SS 

% BS 
- %SS 

 P1 R R 49.4 46.3 3.1 
T1 P2 R R 47.7 46.7 1.0 

Patients P3 L R 46.0 41.4 4.5 
(n=5) P4 L R 48.8 46.1 2.7 

 P5 L R 48.2 45.4 2.8 

 Mean   48.0 45.2 2.8 

 + SD   1.2 1.9 1.1 

 P6 R L 48.8 46.2 2.6 
T2 P7 L R 54.1 40.8 13.4 

Patients P8 R R 48.6 45.5 3.1 
(n=5) P9 L R 49.2 37.6 11.6 

 P10 L R 46.2 46.0 0.2 

 Mean   49.4 43.2 6.2 

 + SD   2.9 3.9 5.9 

T1 & T2 Mean   48.7 44.2 4.5 
(n=10) + SD   2.2 3.1 4.4 

 
 
Figure 15. MRI images of a T2 patient (P10) who was reconstructed using a radial 
forearm free flap on the left side of the tongue. The flap tissue appears whiter in color 
than the natural tongue tissue and is easily visualized.  
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Figure 16. MRI images of T1 patient (P5) who had tumor resection on the left side with 
primary closure. The red circle marks the tongue surface with scar tissue formation. 

 

Resting Asymmetry 
 

Figure 17 compares the mean resting asymmetry between controls and the 

patients (T1 and T2). Mean resting asymmetry was 3.3% in control subjects, 3.2% in T1 

patients, and 3.6% in T2 patients. The difference was very small between the groups and 

did not reach statistical significance (p=0.744). Tables V & VI depict the percentage of 

tongue volume on each side of the oral cavity midline and the resting asymmetry. The 

majority of controls subjects and glossectomy patients showed some resting asymmetry. 

More specifically, eight out of ten control subjects and seven out of ten patients had 

resting asymmetry of at least 1%.  

Tables V & VI also show the side of the tongue with greater anatomic and resting 

volumes for each subject. In six out of ten controls, the tongue rested more on the side of 

the oral cavity that’s ipsilateral to the side with the larger anatomical tongue volume. In 

eight out of ten patients, the tongue rested more on the side of the oral cavity that had the 

tumor resection. 
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Figure 17. Graph comparing mean resting asymmetry in controls, T1 patients and T2 
patients.  

 
 
Table V. Resting asymmetry (%BOC-%SOC) in control subjects. Bigger Side=Side of 
the tongue with more anatomic volume; Bigger Half Side=Side of the tongue with more 
resting volume; %BOC= Percent of tongue volume resting on the side the of oral cavity 
with greater volume; %SOC = Percent of tongue volume resting on the side of the oral 
cavity with lesser volume 

 

Subject 
# 

Bigger 
Side 

Bigger 
Half Side % BOC % SOC 

% BOC 
- %SOC 

 C1 R L 51.8 48.2 3.6 

 C2 R L 50.0 50.0 0.0 

 C3 R R 50.1 49.9 0.3 
Controls C4 R L 51.6 48.4 3.2 
(n=10) C5 L L 51.9 48.1 3.7 

 C6 R R 51.9 48.1 3.9 

 C7 R R 53.3 46.7 6.6 

 C8 R R 51.6 48.4 3.1 

 C9 L R 52.0 48.0 3.9 

 C10 R R 52.3 47.7 4.6 

 Mean   51.6 48.4 3.3 

 + SD   0.9 0.9 1.8 
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Table VI. Resting asymmetry (%BOC-%SOC) in T1 and T2 patients. Bigger Half 
Side=Side of the tongue with more resting volume; %BOC= Percent of tongue volume 
resting on the side the of oral cavity with greater volume; %SOC =Percent of tongue 
volume resting on the side of the oral cavity with lesser volume. 

 

Subject 
# 

Tumor 
Side 

Bigger 
Half Side % BOC % SOC 

% BOC 
- %SOC 

 P1 R R 50.0 50.0 0.0 
T1 P2 R R 50.7 49.3 1.4 

Patients P3 L L 53.1 46.9 6.1 
(n=5) P4 L L 50.1 49.9 0.2 

 P5 L R 54.3 45.7 8.6 

 Mean   51.6 48.4 3.2 

 + SD   1.9 1.9 3.9 

 P6 R R 53.2 46.8 6.5 
T2  P7 L R 52.4 47.6 4.8 

Patients P8 R R 52.4 47.6 4.8 
(n=5) P9 L L 50.2 49.8 0.3 

 P10 L L 50.8 49.2 1.5 

 Mean   51.8 48.2 3.6 

 + SD   1.3 1.3 2.6 

T1 & T2 Mean    51.7 48.3 3.4 
(n=10) + SD   1.6 1.6 3.1 

 
 
Relationship Between Anatomical and Resting Asymmetry 
 

Figure 18 is a scattergram comparing anatomical to resting asymmetry and it 

visualizes the lack of correlation between them. (rho=0.094). The mean resting 

asymmetry was slightly greater than the anatomical asymmetry in control subjects (3.3% 

vs. 2.1%) and in T1 patients (3.2% vs. 2.8%). However, in T2 patients, the mean resting 

asymmetry was smaller than the anatomical asymmetry (3.6% vs. 6.2%). 
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Figure 18. Scattergram evaluating the relationship between anatomical asymmetry 
(%BS-%SS) and resting asymmetry (%BOC-%SOC). 

 
 

The graphs comparing the anatomical and resting asymmetries for each individual 

subject are shown on Figures 19 & 20. In six control subjects and six glossectomy 

patients, resting asymmetry was greater than anatomical asymmetry. Notably, a control 

subject (C7) and a T1 patient (P5) had small anatomical asymmetries but large resting 

asymmetries. On the contrary, a control subject (C4) and a T2 patient (P9) had large 

anatomical asymmetries but very small resting asymmetries. 
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Figure 19. Graph comparing anatomical (%BS-%SS) and resting asymmetry 
(%BOC-%SOC) values for each control subject. The subjects are ordered based on 
largest to smallest anatomical asymmetry. 

 
 
Figure 20. Graph comparing anatomical (%BS-%SS) and resting asymmetry 
(%BOC-%SOC) values for each glossectomy patient. The subjects are ordered based on 
largest to smallest anatomical asymmetry. 
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Muscle Shortening  

The number of subjects who shortened each muscle greater than 1% and 5% for 

/ʃ/ is shown in Tables VII and VIII, respectively. Both tables show the three subject 

groups (columns) and the percent of subjects in each group that shortened the seven 

muscles (rows) during the sound /ʃ/. Bright yellow highlighting indicates 80% or more 

subjects shortened the muscle and light-yellow highlighting indicates 60-70% of subjects 

shortened the muscle. The red numbers call attention to the side of the tongue that was 

used more frequently when asymmetry was present in muscle shortening. Table VII 

showing greater than 5% shortening is presented first, because larger amount of muscle 

shortening is more likely to be due to active contraction that generates a large movement.  

Overall, T2 patients used a greater number of muscles to produce the /ʃ/ sound 

compared to the controls and T1 patients. TRANS tip and TRANS ant were heavily used 

by all subject groups. Greater than 5% shortening of TRANS tip and TRANS ant 

occurred frequently in the T1 and T2 patient groups. VERT tip and VERT ant showed 

shortening with moderate frequency across all subject groups when examining >1% 

shortening, but not when examining >5% shortening. GGA was infrequently used, except 

by the tumor side in T2 patients. When looking at the posterior muscles, it was noted that 

GGP and TRANS post were used more heavily by the T2 patient group for /ʃ/. T2 

patients also showed frequent shortening of GGP of more than 5%.  
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Table VII. Percent of subjects who showed >1% muscle shortening for /ʃ/. Red numbers 
represent the side that is used more when asymmetry is present between each hemi-
tongue. Shortening >60% is highlighted in light yellow and >80% is highlighted in 
yellow. B=Bigger side, S=Smaller side (according to anatomic volumes); NT=Non-tumor 
side, T=Tumor side 

>5% shortening for /ʃ/ 

 
Controls (n=10) T1 Patients (n=5) T2 Patients (n=5) 

Muscles B S NT T NT T 

VERT tip 50 50 40 20 20 40 

TRANS tip 80 40 60 60 60 80 

VERT ant 10 40 20 40 40 20 

TRANS ant 40 50 60 60 60 80 

GGA 10 10 0 0 20 40 

GGP 20 20 0 0 60 60 

TRANS post 10 20 40 20 40 0 

 
Table VIII. Percent of subjects who showed >5% muscle shortening for /ʃ/. Red numbers 
represent the side that is used more when asymmetry is present between each hemi-
tongue. Shortening >60% is highlighted in light yellow and >80% is highlighted in 
yellow. B=Bigger side, S=Smaller side (according to anatomic volumes); NT=Non-tumor 
side, T=Tumor side 

>1% shortening for /ʃ/ 

 
Controls (n=10) T1 Patients (n=5) T2 Patients (n=5) 

Muscles B S NT T NT T 

VERT tip 80 70 40 40 60 40 

TRANS tip 90 80 60 80 100 100 

VERT ant 50 70 60 40 80 20 

TRANS ant 90 60 80 100 80 100 

GGA 40 20 0 20 40 60 

GGP 70 70 40 40 100 100 

TRANS post 50 50 60 40 80 60 
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 Tables IX & X show frequency of muscle shortening for the sound /l/. Muscle 

shortening frequency was greater for /l/ compared to /ʃ/ overall. More specifically, all 

muscles, except GGP, showed frequent shortening of greater than 1% in all groups. Only 

the control group showed >1% shortening of GGP with high frequency. When examining 

the differences between the groups, it can be noted that the glossectomy patients (T1 and 

T2) shortened more muscles with greater frequency than controls for /l/. The difference 

between the groups was more notable when examining >5% shortening, with the T2 group 

showing >5% shortening more frequently than the T1 and control groups. Most notably, at 

least 80% of T2 patients showed greater than 5% of shortening of VERT tip, VERT ant, 

and TRANS ant muscles for /l/. These same muscles were used by 100% of T2 patients 

when looking at >1% shortening.  

 
Table IX. Percent of subjects who showed >1% muscle shortening for /l/. Red numbers 
represent the side that is used more when asymmetry is present between each hemi-
tongue. Shortening >60% is highlighted in light yellow and >80% is highlighted in 
yellow. B=Bigger side, S=Smaller side (according to anatomic volumes); NT=Non-tumor 
side, T=Tumor side 

>5% shortening for /l/ 

 
Controls (n=10) T1 Patients (n=5) T2 Patients (n=5) 

Muscles B S NT T NT T 

VERT tip 70 40 60 40 100 80 

TRANS tip 40 70 40 60 40 80 

VERT ant 50 40 60 40 80 100 

TRANS ant 30 50 80 40 80 80 

GGA 80 80 60 60 60 40 

GGP 40 40 20 20 0 0 

TRANS post 50 40 40 0 60 40 
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Table X. Percent of subjects who showed >5% muscle shortening for /l/. Red numbers 
represent the side that is used more when asymmetry is present between each hemi-
tongue. Shortening >60% is highlighted in light yellow and >80% is highlighted in 
yellow. B=Bigger side, S=Smaller Side (according to anatomic volumes); NT=Non-
tumor side, T=Tumor side 

>1% shortening for /l/ 

 
Controls (n=10) T1 Patients (n=5) T2 Patients (n=5) 

Muscles B S NT T NT T 

VERT tip 90 80 80 80 100 100 

TRANS tip 70 100 100 80 80 80 

VERT ant 80 70 80 80 100 100 

TRANS ant 70 80 100 60 100 100 

GGA 90 100 80 80 80 100 

GGP 80 70 40 40 0 0 

TRANS post 80 70 80 80 80 60 

 

Many subjects showed asymmetrical muscle shortening between the two sides of 

the tongue for both /ʃ/ and /l/. Figure 21 shows an example of this in a control subject. 

Notice that the verticalis tip muscle on the right side of the tongue shows significant 

shortening, followed by lengthening into /l/. On the other hand, the verticalis tip muscle on 

the left side of the tongue shows a different pattern, gradually shortening from /ʃ/ to /l/. 

There was no particular preference for which side (bigger vs. smaller in controls, tumor vs. 

non-tumor in patients) was used more frequently in all the groups. 
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Figure 21. Graph showing length changes of verticalis tip in a control subject (C2). 
There is asymmetry in muscle shortening between the left and right sides.  

 

IV. Discussion 
 
Anatomical Asymmetry 
 
 Control subjects had some asymmetry between the right and left tongue volumes. 

This was not surprising since many parts of the human body present with left-right 

asymmetries. In fact, perfect bilateral body symmetry seldom exists in living organisms 

(Bishara, et al., 1994, Currò, et al., 2021). Proposed etiologies have included genetic 

imperfections, environmental factors, and functional deviations (Bruggink, et al., 2021). 

Asymmetry in other muscular structures have been reported in literature. For example, 

unilateral masseter hypertrophy is said to occur when patients chew or clench primarily 

on one side (Singh, et al., 2011).  

It is possible that the tongue carries out its many functions by asymmetrically 

deforming local regions. This functional asymmetry could result in, or be the result of, 

slightly increased muscle mass on one side of the tongue over time, even in healthy 

control subjects. The anatomical asymmetry in control subjects was generally small, with 
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seven out of ten controls having asymmetries of less than 2.0%. The very asymmetrical 

control subject (C4) (see Figure 13) had a curved midline septum, resulting in a smaller 

tongue volume on the left side. In addition, this subject had a tilted head on the high-

resolution MRI image which could possibly have affected the manual segmentation. 

Glossectomy patients with T1 tumors had slightly higher mean asymmetry 

compared to controls (2.8% vs. 2.0%). The small difference in anatomical asymmetry 

between these groups may be explained by several reasons. First, scar tissue formation 

would naturally occur following the tumor resection which could contribute to the 

volume (Figure 16). Another possible explanation is that hypertrophy of the muscles 

could occur as the tongue works to regain normal function following surgery. More 

specifically, the resected side of the tongue may need to work harder to achieve the 

movements required for the tongue’s various functions potentially leading to hypertrophy 

on that side. In addition, the asymmetry outlier in the control group (C4) increased the 

mean of the control group, especially given the small sample size of this study. When this 

control’s data was omitted, the mean asymmetry was 1.5%.   

The T2 patient group had the largest mean anatomical asymmetry of 6.2%, 

although it was not statistically significant. This is not surprising since these patients had 

larger unilateral tumors that were resected. The subject with the least amount of 

anatomical asymmetry of all groups was a T2 patient (P10) who had only 0.2% 

asymmetry. Although, the resection size in this patient was fairly large, measuring 5.7 cm 

x 4.5 cm x 2.7 cm according to the surgical report. The small amount of anatomical 

asymmetry is because the patient received a radial forearm free flap on the side of the 

tumor resection, which replaced part or all of the lost tissue (Figure 15). In this study, 
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P10 was the only glossectomy patient who received a free flap. The other glossectomy 

patients were closed primarily by approximating and suturing the wound edges without 

replacing any of the resected tissue. Since the flap tissue was included in the tongue 

volume measurements, it is logical that small anatomical asymmetry was measured in the 

patient who received a flap. However, it cannot be inferred that flap reconstructions will 

always result in symmetry of left-right sides of the tongue since only one patient with 

RFFF was examined in this study. Careful planning and execution of the flap 

reconstruction by a skilled surgeon may contribute to the outcomes, as flaps shrink after 

surgery and it is not possible to perfectly predict the amount of shrinkage. In most 

glossectomy patients, the side of the tongue that had a larger anatomic volume was the 

native (non-tumor) side. However, two T1 patients (P1, P2) and one T2 patient (P8) had 

greater tongue volume on the side of tongue that had the tumor resection. This was an 

unexpected finding, although the anatomical asymmetry in these subjects was fairly small 

(1.0 to 3.1%). A possible explanation for this could be that these subjects had a naturally 

occurring asymmetry prior to the surgery, with the greater tongue volume being on the 

side of the tumor. This could have been further confounded with scar formation and 

possible hypertrophy during the healing period after partial glossectomy surgery.  

Resting asymmetry 

 Control subjects had a slightly greater mean resting asymmetry than anatomical 

asymmetry and most controls rested their tongue more on the side of the oral cavity that’s 

ipsilateral to the side of the tongue that is larger anatomically. This suggests that healthy 

subjects do not necessarily aim to distribute their tongue evenly in the oral cavity. Similar 

to controls, T1 patients had a slightly greater mean resting asymmetry than anatomical 
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asymmetry. On the other hand, T2 patients had much less mean resting asymmetry than 

anatomical asymmetry. In all, 80% of the glossectomy patients rested more of their 

tongue on the side of the oral cavity ipsilateral to the side of the tumor resection. This 

suggests that glossectomy patients attempt to distribute their tongue more evenly in the 

oral cavity following unilateral loss of tissue. Some patients may even overcompensate 

and posture their tongue towards the tumor side beyond what is needed to achieve even 

volume distribution in the oral cavity. This could explain why T1 patients had slightly 

greater mean resting asymmetry than anatomical asymmetry, and why the larger tongue 

volume was usually the tumor side. When at rest, the tongue typically contacts the palatal 

rugae and the lingual surfaces of posterior teeth and the alveolar ridge. Following 

glossectomy surgery, the tongue would need to reposition itself more toward the resected 

side for its lateral surface to achieve contact with the dentition and the alveolar ridge. 

Another reason could be that the native side of the tongue has more strength than the 

tumor side since the muscle fibers are severed during the tumor resection. There may be 

an imbalance of muscle tonicity resulting in the tongue being pushed towards the weaker 

(tumor) side at rest. This imbalance of the glossectomy tongue is frequently observed 

during protrusion as shown in Figure 22. Upon protrusion, the patient’s tongue moves 

towards the side of the resection. Previous studies have found that the tongue frequently 

adapts to disturbances in the adjacent structures in the oral cavity. A change in the 

tongue’s rest posture has been reported with loss of teeth, which results in functional 

changes in the stomatognathic system. Following loss of teeth, it is not uncommon for the 

tongue to fill in the extra space by deforming and enlarging into that region (Kotsiomiti 

& Kapari, 2000). This change can then alter certain functions such as chewing and 
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swallowing, which may lead to development of the new rest posture over time 

(Kotsiomiti & Kapari, 2000). Moreover, an ill-fitting denture has also been shown to 

cause changes in the tongue’s movements during function, resulting in changes in rest 

posture in the long run (Kotsiomiti & Kapari, 2000). From the previous studies, it seems 

logical that changes and adaptations in function that occur following partial glossectomy 

surgery could be somewhat responsible for changes in the tongue’s rest posture towards 

the tumor side observed in patients in this study. The variability in resting tongue posture 

observed in glossectomy patients is not surprising, as the adaptation may depend on 

several factors such as the extent of the resection, mobility of the remaining tongue, 

tonicity of the muscles following surgery, the patient’s efforts to regain function, etc. 

Figure 22. The tongue upon protrusion of a control subject (left) and a partial 
glossectomy patient (right). 

              

Muscle Shortening 

TRANS tip and TRANS ant were the most heavily used across all subject groups 

during /ʃ/. To form the /ʃ/ sound, the tongue must narrow at the tip, elevate its anterior 

and lateral surfaces, and move the root forward. Shortening of the TRANS tip and 

TRANS ant would achieve narrowing at the tip that is required, which explains the 

frequent shortening of these muscles seen in all groups. The shortening of the transverse 

muscles aid in elevating the upper surface of the tongue tip and anterior body since the 

tongue expands superior-inferiorly when it narrows in order to preserve its volume, 
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which would in turn helps achieve the elevation required for /ʃ/. Shortening of the 

transverse muscles could be the dominant mechanism to create the alveo-palatal 

constriction used by the tongue during /ʃ/ since the other elevator muscles of the tongue, 

such as styloglossus and palatoglossus, may not only elevate but also retract the tongue. 

Using these posterior muscles might be disadvantageous since the tongue must go 

forwards, not backwards, for /ʃ/. However, we did not examine styloglossus and 

palatoglossus in this study and it may be interesting to evaluate whether these muscles 

can co-contract while the tongue is simultaneously elevating and protruding.  

VERT tip and VERT ant were used with moderate frequency during /ʃ/ when 

examining shortening of >1%. However, shortening of VERT tip and VERT ant were not 

as frequent when examining >5% shortening. Fibers of the verticalis muscle run 

perpendicular to its antagonist, transverse. Shortening of the VERT tip and VERT ant 

muscles could be occurring to stabilize the tongue as it narrows and elevates from 

shortening of the transverse muscles. Shortening of the verticalis fibers would help 

prevent the tongue from hitting the palate except at its lateral edges, which would inhibit 

the outward airflow that is required to produce the sound /ʃ/. GGA was not used by many 

patients for /ʃ/. Shortening of the GGA muscle lowers the tongue at the midline, which is 

not required for /ʃ/. However, slight (>1%) shortening of GGA muscle was observed in a 

few subjects, particularly in the T2 patient group. It is possible that some speakers use 

GGA to supplement the stabilizing actions of VERT tip and VERT ant. More 

specifically, GGA would prevent the midline of the tongue from contacting the palate 

while the tongue elevates for /ʃ/. Shortening of >1% of the GGP muscle was seen fairly 

frequently across all groups. GGP is most likely responsible for the wide posterior groove 
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that forms during /ʃ/ as well as the forward movement of the root. The forward movement 

of the tongue body would also help facilitate the upward motion at the tip. Shortening 

>1% of the TRANS post muscle was also observed frequently during /ʃ/. Since there is 

no narrowing required at the posterior tongue body, TRANS post is likely used as a 

stabilizer to prevent the tongue from widening excessively as the posterior groove is 

formed. T2 patient group relied more heavily on the posterior muscles, particularly GGP, 

than the other two groups for /ʃ/. The location of the tumor resection was generally more 

anterior to the location of TRANS post and GGP. The reliance on more posterior muscles 

seen in the T2 patient group could indicate that patients with larger tumors need more 

stabilization during tongue motion due to having a weaker tongue with impaired motor 

control. In addition, the tongue’s ability to raise its lateral edges around the resected area 

could be compromised following glossectomy surgery due to the formation of a rigid scar 

tissue and diminished motor nerve supply. Therefore, patients with larger tumors may 

raise its lateral edges at a more posterior part of the tongue in order to contact the lingual 

aspects of the dentition required during /ʃ/. GGP and TRANS post could be shortened 

simultaneously to raise the tongue on its posterolateral surface and compensate for the 

reduced ability to raise the lateral edges at a more anterior region.  

 With the exception of GGP, all muscles were heavily used by all subject groups for 

/l/. More muscles were used for /l/ than /ʃ/, which is not surprising since /l/ is known to be 

a complex tongue deformation, difficult for children to learn in English, and absent from 

the inventory of many other languages. The tongue tip is required to narrow and bend 

upwards while there’s cupping at the tongue blade region and posterior displacement of the 

root. The identification of multiple muscles that shorten for /l/ production implies the need 
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for a more complex, intricate motor control program to execute the complex shape that is 

required to achieve the sound. Shortening of GGP forms a groove at the posterior midline 

and advances the tongue which is not usually required for /l/. Nevertheless, control subjects 

showed shortening of GGP for /l/. It may be possible that controls are able to keep GGP 

slightly active while adequately accomplishing posterior movement of the root since they 

have good motor control of their tongue. On the other hand, GGP was not used by many 

glossectomy patients. This is not likely to be due to impairment of the muscle since the 

location at which GGP occurs was unaffected by the resection, and many patients used 

GGP during /ʃ/. It is more likely that this unaffected muscle was not used in order to 

compensate for weakness or reduced control in other affected muscles during /l/.  

Looking at the anterior tongue, shortening of TRANS tip, TRANS ant, VERT tip 

and VERT ant were seen frequently in all subject groups. Since /l/ requires narrowing at 

the tip and anterior body, shortening of TRANS tip and TRANS ant is expected. Since 

flattening of the tongue is not required for /l/, VERT tip is likely shortening to facilitate a 

precise amount of narrowing and stabilization as the tongue tip elevates. GGA and VERT 

ant were also shortened by many subjects. These muscles are likely facilitating the bending 

movement at the tongue tip by shortening just posterior to the bend. VERT ant also keeps 

the lateral edges flat and lowered for buccal release of the airflow. Greater than 5% 

shortening of GGA muscle was routinely observed in all groups, indicating the importance 

of this muscle in production of /l/. When examining >5% shortening, the difference in the 

use of muscles between groups became more apparent. Overall, the T2 patient group 

showed >5% shortening of the tip and anterior TRANS and VERT muscles more frequently 

compared to T1 patients and control subjects. Patients with larger tumors may sometimes 
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find it necessary to exaggerate the tongue movements to achieve adequate speech 

production.  

Muscle Shortening Asymmetry 

For both /ʃ/ and /l/, it was not uncommon to see minor muscle shortening 

asymmetry between bigger and smaller sides of the tongue in control subjects as well as 

the non-tumor and tumor sides in the patients. When asymmetry was present, there was 

no pattern on which side was used more frequently in both controls and patients, 

indicating no relationship between muscle shortening asymmetry and anatomical 

asymmetry. These results suggest that speech sounds can be formed with asymmetrical 

activation of muscles, even in healthy subjects (Figure 21). The tongue moves by 

deforming, so left-to-right motion asymmetry is possible. In glossectomy patients, the 

tumor side was used more for some of the muscles examined, whereas the non-tumor side 

was used more for other muscles. Perhaps if the tongue’s strength and motility are not 

compromised significantly following surgery, patients may choose to compensate by 

shortening more muscles on the tumor side. On the other hand, if the tongue is weak with 

compromised motility due to significant scar tissue formation, muscles on the non-tumor 

side may be utilized more as a compensation mechanism. Alternatively, patients may 

have used asymmetrical muscle shortening patterns even prior to surgery. There are many 

possibilities in the ways in which the tongue could compensate following glossectomy, 

such as activating muscles differentially on tumor or non-tumor side, stabilizing the 

tongue at various regions during motion, using more jaw or lip movements, etc. The 

compensation mechanism is likely to be unique to each subject depending on their pre-
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surgical muscle shortening patterns, the surgical defect, and anatomy of surrounding 

structures. 

Limitations & Future Studies 

The small sample size was a major limitation in this study and the results should 

be interpreted with caution. Obtaining a greater sample size in each group would have 

allowed for a better statistical analysis. A larger sample size would decrease the effects of 

outliers such as the large (6.5%) anatomical asymmetry that was present in a control 

subject (C4). In addition, having a larger number of patients would minimize the 

confounding effect of pre-surgical anatomical asymmetry. MRI data was not collected 

prior to surgery in glossectomy patients so it was not possible to distinguish the 

asymmetry occurring naturally versus the asymmetry caused by the surgery. In addition, 

patients with active tumors were not likely to move their tongues normally. Another 

possible limitation is the potential error in measurements. In this study, volume 

measurements were done semi-automatically using random walker methodology. After 

the semi-automatic segmentation, tongue masks were manually refined to better define 

the boundaries. Furthermore, segmentation of the hemi-tongue for anatomical and resting 

asymmetry measurements was done completely manually using ITK-SNAP. Although 

this is the best method currently available, automatic segmentation may have introduced 

error in the volume measurements, and the manual segmentation and refinement may not 

have completely corrected it; it is possible the manual corrections also introduced error.  

Another measurement error could have occurred while selecting tissue points for 

muscle shortening measurements. As discussed previously, 3D anatomical MRI tongue 

atlas deformed to the individual subjects’ tongues and used as a reference when selecting 
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tissue points (Woo, et al., 2015). The atlas was useful for ensuring that the tissue points 

were within the muscle of interest. However, the exact orientation of the muscle fibers 

cannot be clearly distinguished even in the high-resolution MRI image. An attempt was 

made to accurately orient the tissue points in accordance with the fiber directions using 

knowledge of muscle anatomy from photos, textbooks and dissection models. This was 

more difficult for transverse and verticalis muscles since the fibers run obliquely at 

varying angles. Although a single experimenter selected the tissue points in all subjects to 

maximize consistency, some error in muscle shortening measurements could have 

occurred in this step due to variations in individual anatomy.  

In this study, we examined muscle shortening to represent muscle activity. 

Muscles can shorten actively through contraction or passively due to compression. 

Tagged-MRI was used in this study to examine internal deformations of the tongue 

during speech. However, it cannot be definitively concluded from tagged MRI whether 

muscle shortening occurs passively or actively.  

Despite the limitations, it is useful to quantify which muscles may be involved in 

tongue motion during speech. Future studies should include more subjects, examine other 

muscles of the tongue, and evaluate speech tasks involving various tongue deformations. 

It will also be useful to evaluate muscle shortening patterns in conjunction with various 

factors that may affect tongue motion and compensation, such as anatomical features. 

This will help gain a better understanding of how the tongue adapts depending on its 

local surroundings in the oral cavity. 
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V. Conclusion 
 

This study evaluated the left-right anatomical asymmetry in tongue volume of 

glossectomy patients and control subjects to consider the extent of its effects on resting 

and motion asymmetry during speech. Minor anatomical asymmetry was present even in 

healthy subjects. As hypothesized in H1, T1 and T2 glossectomy patients had greater 

anatomical asymmetries in tongue volume than controls subjects although the differences 

were not statistically significant, possibly due to a small sample size. H2 was supported 

as there was no significant difference in resting asymmetry between controls and 

glossectomy patients, suggesting that glossectomy patients aim to distribute the tongue 

bilaterally in the oral cavity irrespective of anatomical asymmetry. The third hypothesis 

that glossectomy patients have a greater motion asymmetry than controls was not 

supported. All groups showed some left-right asymmetry in muscle shortening, 

suggesting that muscle shortening is independent of anatomical asymmetry. Glossectomy 

patients may choose to use either the tumor or non-tumor side to compensate for the 

unilateral loss of structure. However, glossectomy patients, particularly in the T2 group, 

used more muscles to achieve /∫/ and /l/ sounds. Patients with larger tumors may need to 

use more muscles to achieve the precise deformations needed to produce the speech 

sounds accurately, or to provide stabilization through co-contraction. Compensation 

mechanisms are complex and possibly unique to each subject. This study provided initial 

insight on the anatomical changes created by glossectomy surgery, the complexity of 

interactive muscle behaviors during speech, and potential compensation mechanisms 

used by glossectomy patients to achieve intelligible speech. Despite the limited number 
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of subjects, several interesting findings were observed in this study that warrant further 

investigation.  
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